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Computer Algebra in Scientific
Computing
Substantial progress in the fight against extreme
poverty was made in the last two decades. But the
slowdown in global economic growth and significant
increases in income inequality in many developed and
developing countries raise serious concerns about the
continuation of this trend into the 21st century. The
time has come to seriously think about how
improvements in official global governance, coupled
with and reinforced by rising activism of 'global
citizens' can lead to welfare-enhancing and more
equitable results for global citizens through better
national and international policies. This book
examines the factors that are most likely to facilitate
the process of beneficial economic growth in low-,
middle-, and high-income countries. It examines past,
present, and future economic growth; demographic
changes; the hyperglobalization of trade; the effect of
finance on growth; climate change and resource
depletion; and the sense of global citizenship and the
need for global governance in order to draw longerterm implications, identify policy options for
improving the lives of average citizens around the
world, and make the case for the need to confront
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new challenges with truly global policy responses. The
book documents how demographic changes,
convergence, and competition are likely to bring
about massive shifts in the sectoral and geographical
composition of global output and employment, as the
center of gravity of the global economy moves toward
Asia and emerging economies elsewhere. It shows
that the legacies of the 2008-09 crisis-high
unemployment levels, massive excess capacities, and
high debt levels-are likely to reduce the standard of
living of millions of people in many countries over a
long period of adjustment and that fluctuations in
international trade, financial markets, and commodity
prices, as well as the tendency of institutions at both
the national and international level to favor the
interests of the better-off and more powerful pose
substantial risks for citizens of all countries. The
chapters and their policy implications are intended to
stimulate public interest and facilitate the exchange
of ideas and policy dialogue.

Computers and Their Role in the Physical
Sciences
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 9th
International Symposium on Algorithms for Sensor
Systems, Wireless Ad Hoc Networks and Autonomous
Mobile Entities, ALGOSENSORS 2013, held in Sophia
Antipolis, France, in September 2013. The 19 papers
presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and
selected from 30 submissions. They deal with sensor
network algorithms, wireless networks and distributed
robotics algorithms; and experimental algorithms.
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Economic Growth and Sustainability
This book is a collection of thoroughly refereed papers
presented at the 26th IFIP TC 7 Conference on System
Modeling and Optimization, held in Klagenfurt,
Austria, in September 2013. The 34 revised papers
were carefully selected from numerous submissions.
They cover the latest progress in a wide range of
topics such as optimal control of ordinary and partial
differential equations, modeling and simulation,
inverse problems, nonlinear, discrete, and stochastic
optimization as well as industrial applications.

Modern Climate Change Science
How to sustain our world for future generations has
perplexed us for centuries. We have reached a
crossroads: we may choose the rocky path of
responsibility or continue on the paved road of excess
that promises hardship for our progeny. Independent
efforts to resolve isolated issues are inadequate.
Different from these efforts and from other books on
the topic, this book uses systems thinking to
understand the dominant forces that are shaping our
hope for sustainability. It first describes a mental
model - the bubble that holds our beliefs - that
emerges from preponderant world views and explains
current global trends. The model emphasizes
economic growth and drives behavior toward shortterm and self-motivated outcomes that thwart
sustainability. The book then weaves statistical trends
into a system diagram and shows how the economic,
environmental, and societal contributors of
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sustainability interact. From this holistic perspective,
it finds leverage points where actions can be most
effective and combines eight areas of intervention
into an integrated plan. By emphasizing both
individual and collective actions, it addresses the
conundrum of how to blend human nature with
sustainability. Finally, it identifies primary three
lessons we can learn by applying systems thinking to
sustainability. Its metaphor-rich and accessible style
makes the complex topic approachable and allows the
reader to appreciate the intricate balance required to
sustain life on Earth. Highlights the application of
system thinking in economics Identifies systemic
leveraging actions for achieving sustainability
Outlines a comprehensive and integrated plan for
achieving sustainable stewardship in the future

Structural Health Monitoring 2013: A
Roadmap to Intelligent Structures
European Yearbook / Annuaire Europen
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 14th
International Workshop on Computer Algebra in
Scientific Computing, CASC 2013, held in Berlin,
Germany, in September 2013. The 33 full papers
presented were carefully reviewed and selected for
inclusion in this book. The papers address issues such
as polynomial algebra; the solution of tropical linear
systems and tropical polynomial systems; the theory
of matrices; the use of computer algebra for the
investigation of various mathematical and applied
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topics related to ordinary differential equations
(ODEs); applications of symbolic computations for
solving partial differential equations (PDEs) in
mathematical physics; problems arising at the
application of computer algebra methods for finding
infinitesimal symmetries; applications of symbolic and
symbolic-numeric algorithms in mechanics and
physics; automatic differentiation; the application of
the CAS Mathematica for the simulation of quantum
error correction in quantum computing; the
application of the CAS GAP for the enumeration of
Schur rings over the group A5; constructive
computation of zero separation bounds for arithmetic
expressions; the parallel implementation of fast
Fourier transforms with the aid of the Spiral library
generation system; the use of object-oriented
languages such as Java or Scala for implementation of
categories as type classes; a survey of industrial
applications of approximate computer algebra.

Is the Planet Full?
Climate change seems to be an insurmountable
problem. Political solutions have so far had little
impact. Some scientists are now advocating the socalled ‘Plan B’, a more direct way of reducing the rate
of future warming by reflecting more sunlight back to
space, creating a thermostat in the sky. In this book,
Mike Hulme argues against this kind of hubristic
techno-fix. Drawing upon a distinguished career
studying the science, politics and ethics of climate
change, he shows why using science to fix the global
climate is undesirable, ungovernable and
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unattainable. Science and technology should instead
serve the more pragmatic goals of increasing societal
resilience to weather risks, improving regional air
quality and driving forward an energy technology
transition. Seeking to reset the planet’s thermostat is
not the answer. Climate change seems to be an
insurmountable problem. Political solutions have so
far had little impact. Some scientists are now
advocating the so-called ‘Plan B’, a more direct way of
reducing the rate of future warming by reflecting
more sunlight back to space, creating a thermostat in
the sky. In this book, Mike Hulme argues against this
kind of hubristic techno-fix. Drawing upon a
distinguished career studying the science, politics and
ethics of climate change, he shows why using science
to fix the global climate is undesirable, ungovernable
and unattainable. Science and technology should
instead serve the more pragmatic goals of increasing
societal resilience to weather risks, improving
regional air quality and driving forward an energy
technology transition. Seeking to reset the planet’s
thermostat is not the answer.

System Modeling and Optimization
Additional written evidence is contained in Volume 3,
available on the Committee website at
www.parliament.uk/science

All-In-One Care Planning Resource - EBook
This two volume set (LNCS 8156 and 8157)
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constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 17th
International Conference on Image Analysis and
Processing, ICIAP 2013, held in Naples, Italy, in
September 2013. The 162 papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected from 354
submissions. The papers aim at highlighting the
connection and synergies of image processing and
analysis with pattern recognition and machine
learning, human computer systems, biomedical
imaging and applications, multimedia interaction and
processing, 3D computer vision, and understanding
objects and scene.

Can Science Fix Climate Change?
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
19th International Conference on DNA Computing and
Molecular Programming, DNA 19, held in Tempe, AZ,
USA, in September 2013. The 14 full papers presented
were carefully selected from 29 submissions. The
papers are organized in many disciplines (including
mathematics, computer science, physics, chemistry,
material science and biology) to address the analysis,
design, and synthesis of information-based molecular
systems.

Machine Learning in Medical Imaging
This book presents the latest results related to shells
characterize and design shells, plates, membranes
and other thin-walled structures, a multidisciplinary
approach from macro- to nanoscale is required which
involves the classical disciplines of
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mechanical/civil/materials engineering (design,
analysis, and properties) and
physics/biology/medicine among others. The book
contains contributions of a meeting of specialists
(mechanical engineers, mathematicians, physicists
and others) in such areas as classical and nonclassical shell theories. New trends with respect to
applications in mechanical, civil and aero-space
engineering, as well as in new branches like medicine
and biology are presented which demand
improvements of the theoretical foundations of these
theories and a deeper understanding of the material
behavior used in such structures.

Theology and the Future
Keeping Women in Science examines the careers of
women and men at a large Australian research
institute and the challenges that women with or
without children experience, often resulting from
direct and indirect discrimination and being
positioned as outsiders. The research found a huge
generational change between the Baby Boomers—the
current science leaders—and Gen X and Gen Ys.
Younger women and men reject the traditional model
of a successful scientist—a single male for whom
science is like a religious vocation. Instead, they seek
new models for doing science that support dual
careers, work flexibility and work-life balance.

Are shocks actually on the rise?
Composed of two extensive sections, this book
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surveys important work in climate change science,
mainly in the United States, and introduces
contributions to the body of science that have arrived
on the scene between January 2013 and February
2014. The opening section offers a broad examination
of contemporary climate change science, with
subsections on the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC); Earth’s energy imbalance and
energy flow; carbon dioxide’s role in the greenhouse
effect; climate forcing, and climate feedbacks;
Charles David Keeling and the Keeling Curve; the
interfaces of atmosphere with oceans and land;
paleoclimates and paleoclimatology; rising sea level;
melting glaciers; deforestation; desertification; more
violent storms, animal and human migration,
extinction of species and more. The second section
reviews and assesses the newest contributions to the
body of research. Among the topics discussed are
current and recent research on rising temperatures;
the BEST study; the Global Historical Climatology
Network (GHCN) and the National Climatic Data
Center (NCDC); current and recent research on
climate models, new research on global warming 56
million years ago; ecosystem impacts, projections of
future climate and more. This book can be considered
a bridge between the volumes of Farmer and Cook’s
Climate Change Science: A Modern Synthesis, as it
arrives between the release of the first volume on the
Physical Climate (2013) the second, on Earth’s
climate history, which is now in preparation. The book
benefits a wide audience as its survey of the science
of climate change provides an introduction to the
subject and a discussion of current research in the
field. The book may be used as a refresher for those
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who have had prior courses in climate science and
related fields. Each chapter includes a comprehensive
list of references for subjects discussed in the text.

Advanced Materials Science and
Technology
In this comprehensive social history of Columbia
University's School of Engineering and Applied
Science (SEAS), Robert McCaughey combines archival
research with oral testimony and contemporary
interviews to build a critical and celebratory portrait
of one of the oldest engineering schools in the United
States. McCaughey follows the evolving, occasionally
rocky, and now integrated relationship between
SEAS's engineers and the rest of the Columbia
University student body, faculty, and administration.
He also revisits the interaction between the SEAS staff
and the inhabitants and institutions of the City of New
York, where the school has resided since its founding
in 1864. McCaughey compares the historical struggles
and achievements of the school's engineers with their
present-day battles and accomplishments, and he
contrasts their teaching and research approaches
with those of their peers at other free-standing and
Ivy League engineering schools. What begins as a
localized history of a school striving to define itself
within a university known for its strengths in the
humanities and the social sciences becomes a wider
story of the transformation of the applied sciences
into a critical component of American technology and
education.
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Spatial Information Theory
The European Yearbook promotes the scientific study
of nineteen European supranational organisations and
the OECD. Each volume contains a detailed survey of
the history, structure and yearly activities of each
organisation and an up-to-date chart providing a clear
overview of the member states of each organisation.

Meeting of Board of Regents
Field guide for making careful decisions in the
backcountry and relying on informed observation.

CERN Courier
Towards a Better Global Economy
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
5th International Conference on Algebra and
Coalgebra in Computer Science, CALCO 2013, held in
Warsaw, Poland, in September 2013. The 18 full
papers presented together with 4 invited talks were
carefully reviewed and selected from 33 submissions.
The papers cover topics in the fields of abstract
models and logics, specialized models and calculi,
algebraic and coalgebraic semantics, system
specification and verification, as well as corecursion in
programming languages, and algebra and coalgebra
in quantum computing. The book also includes 6
papers from the CALCO Tools Workshop, co-located
with CALCO 2013 and dedicated to tools based on
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algebraic and/or coalgebraic principles.

Moral Systems and the Evolution of
Human Rights
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
36th Annual German Conference on Artificial
Intelligence, KI 2013, held in Koblenz, Germany, in
September 2013. The 24 revised full papers
presented together with 8 short papers were carefully
reviewed and selected from 70 submissions. The
papers contain research results on theory and
applications of all aspects of AI.

Canadian Journal of Physics
Theology was once 'queen of the sciences', the
integrating centre of Christendom's conceptual
universe. In our own time the very idea of systematic
theology is frequently called into question, derided as
an arcane and superstitious pseudo-discipline. Even
within the church, it is commonly disregarded in
favour of unreflective piety and pragmatism. At the
same time, the southward shift in world Christianity's
centre of gravity prompts crucial questions about the
future form and content of theology. Within this
context, Theology and the Future offers a case for the
continuing viability of theology, exploring how it
might adapt to changing circumstances, and
discussing its implications for how we are to imagine
and help shape our shared human future. Beginning
with the question of God, this book explores what
might be meant by 'the future of God', and what its
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implications are for Christian theology. Chapters
follow on the location of theology (in global
Christianity, the church and the academy) and on its
sources and method. The second half of the book
explores a wide variety of dimensions of the human
future that theology might address and illuminate.
The essays bring together a mix of specialist
theologians and interdisciplinary thinkers to support
the assertion that there can be no more critical
endeavor to the future than understanding God and
all things in relationship to him.

Algebra and Coalgebra in Computer
Science
Physical Principles of Remote Sensing
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 11th
International Conference on Spatial Information
Theory, COSIT 2013, held in Scarborough, UK, in
September 2013. The 28 papers presented in this
book were carefully reviewed and selected from 62
full paper submissions. The following topics are
addressed: spatial change, wayfinding and assistance,
representing spatial data, handling language data,
spatial language and computation, spatial ontology,
spatial reasoning and representation.

Practical experiments in school science
lessons and science field trips
The only book featuring nursing care plans for all core
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clinical areas, Swearingen's All-In-One Nursing Care
Planning Resource, 4th Edition provides 100 care
plans with the nursing diagnoses and interventions
you need to know to care for patients in all settings. It
includes care plans for medical-surgical,
maternity/OB, pediatrics, and psychiatric-mental
health, so you can use just one book throughout your
entire nursing curriculum. This edition includes a new
care plan addressing normal labor and birth, a new
full-color design, new QSEN safety icons, new quickreference color tabs, and updates reflecting the latest
NANDA-I nursing diagnoses and collaborative
problems. Edited by nursing expert Pamela L.
Swearingen, this book is known for its clear approach,
easy-to-use format, and straightforward rationales.
NANDA-I nursing diagnoses are incorporated
throughout the text to keep you current with NANDA-I
terminology and the latest diagnoses. Color-coded
sections for medical-surgical, maternity, pediatric,
and psychiatric-mental health nursing care plans
make it easier to find information quickly. A
consistent format for each care plan allows faster
lookup of topics, with headings for
Overview/Pathophysiology, Health Care Setting,
Assessment, Diagnostic Tests, Nursing Diagnoses,
Desired Outcomes, Interventions with Rationales, and
Patient-Family Teaching and Discharge Planning.
Prioritized nursing diagnoses are listed in order of
importance and physiologic patient needs. A twocolumn format for nursing assessments/interventions
and rationales makes it easier to scan information.
Detailed rationales for each nursing intervention help
you to apply concepts to specific patient situations in
clinical practice. Outcome criteria with specific
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timelines help you to set realistic goals for nursing
outcomes and provide quality, cost-effective care.
NEW! Care plan for normal labor and birth addresses
nursing care for the client experiencing normal labor
and delivery. UPDATED content is written by
practicing clinicians and covers the latest clinical
developments, new pharmacologic treatments,
patient safety considerations, and evidence-based
practice guidelines. NEW full-color design makes the
text more user friendly, and includes NEW color-coded
tabs and improved cross-referencing and navigation
aids for faster lookup of information. NEW! Leaf icon
highlights coverage of complementary and alternative
therapies including information on over-the-counter
herbal and other therapies and how these can interact
with conventional medications.

Shell and Membrane Theories in
Mechanics and Biology
In recent years, planetary science has seen a
tremendous growth in new knowledge. Deposits of
water ice exist at the Moon's poles. Discoveries on the
surface of Mars point to an early warm wet climate,
and perhaps conditions under which life could have
emerged. Liquid methane rain falls on Saturn's moon
Titan, creating rivers, lakes, and geologic landscapes
with uncanny resemblances to Earth's. Vision and
Voyages for Planetary Science in the Decade
2013-2022 surveys the current state of knowledge of
the solar system and recommends a suite of
planetary science flagship missions for the decade
2013-2022 that could provide a steady stream of
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important new discoveries about the solar system.
Research priorities defined in the report were selected
through a rigorous review that included input from
five expert panels. NASA's highest priority large
mission should be the Mars Astrobiology Explorer
Cacher (MAX-C), a mission to Mars that could help
determine whether the planet ever supported life and
could also help answer questions about its geologic
and climatic history. Other projects should include a
mission to Jupiter's icy moon Europa and its
subsurface ocean, and the Uranus Orbiter and Probe
mission to investigate that planet's interior structure,
atmosphere, and composition. For medium-size
missions, Vision and Voyages for Planetary Science in
the Decade 2013-2022 recommends that NASA select
two new missions to be included in its New Frontiers
program, which explores the solar system with
frequent, mid-size spacecraft missions. If NASA
cannot stay within budget for any of these proposed
flagship projects, it should focus on smaller, less
expensive missions first. Vision and Voyages for
Planetary Science in the Decade 2013-2022 suggests
that the National Science Foundation expand its
funding for existing laboratories and establish new
facilities as needed. It also recommends that the
program enlist the participation of international
partners. This report is a vital resource for
government agencies supporting space science, the
planetary science community, and the public.

Tenth European Conference on
Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics,
Moscow, September 14-19, 1981: Invited
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papers. Supplements to contributed
papers. Post-deadline papers
The volume LNCS 8155 constitutes the refereed
proceedings of the 19th International Workshop on
Cellular Automata and Discrete Complex Systems,
AUTOMATA 2013, held in Giessen, Germany, in
September 2013. The 8 papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected from 26 submissions.
The scope of the workshop spans the following areas
the theoretical and practical aspects of a permanent,
international, multidisciplinary forum for the
collaboration of researchers in the field of Cellular
Automata (CA) and Discrete Complex Systems (DCS),
to provide a platform for presenting and discussing
new ideas and results, to support the development of
theory and applications of CA and DCS (e.g. parallel
computing, physics, biology, social sciences, and
others) as long as fundamental aspects and their
relations are concerned, to identify and study within
an inter- and multidisciplinary context, the important
fundamental aspects, concepts, notions and problems
concerning CA and DCS.

Progress in Image Analysis and
Processing, ICIAP 2013
Bio-Imaging and Visualization for PatientCustomized Simulations
Printed Edition of the Special Issue Published in
Entropy
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NOLS Lightning
Policymakers, practitioners, and researchers
frequently cite an increase in shocks around the world
as a reason for focusing on resilience. But have
shocks actually increased or become more severe and
far-reaching? What does the landscape of shocks look
like? Shocks are external, short-term deviations from
long-term trendsdeviations that have substantial
negative effects (which may be short-lived or long
lasting) on peoples state of well-being, level of
assets, livelihoods, safety, and ability to withstand
future shocks. Many shocks are unexpected, but in
some cases, such as drought or conflict, the shock
may be expected year after year although the
individual, community, or system lacks the resilience
to prepare for or mitigate it. In other cases, such as
climate change, the general shock could be expected
but the effect on a particular individual, community,
or area could be unexpected. This brief examines five
types of shocksconflicts, natural disasters, climate
change, food price volatility, and health crisesas
they relate to food safety and agriculture. It assesses
their frequency, severity, or both during the past few
decades as part of a selective, nonsystematic review.

Annual Report
Combinatorics on Words
A Lever Long Enough
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This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
4th International Workshop on Machine Learning in
Medical Imaging, MLMI 2013, held in conjunction with
the International Conference on Medical Image
Computing and Computer Assisted Intervention,
MICCAI 2013, in Nagoya, Japan, in September 2013.
The 32 contributions included in this volume were
carefully reviewed and selected from 57 submissions.
They focus on major trends and challenges in the area
of machine learning in medical imaging and aim to
identify new cutting-edge techniques and their use in
medical imaging.

Proceedings of the International
Conference on Nuclear Physics, Munich,
August 27-September 1, 1973: Invited
papers
This book contains the full papers presented at the
MICCAI 2013 workshop Bio-Imaging and Visualization
for Patient-Customized Simulations (MWBIVPCS 2013).
MWBIVPCS 2013 brought together researchers
representing several fields, such as Biomechanics,
Engineering, Medicine, Mathematics, Physics and
Statistic. The contributions included in this book
present and discuss new trends in those fields, using
several methods and techniques, including the finite
element method, similarity metrics, optimization
processes, graphs, hidden Markov models, sensor
calibration, fuzzy logic, data mining, cellular
automation, active shape models, template matching
and level sets. These serve as tools to address more
efficiently different and timely applications involving
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signal and image acquisition, image processing and
analysis, image segmentation, image registration and
fusion, computer simulation, image based modelling,
simulation and surgical planning, image guided robot
assisted surgical and image based diagnosis. This
book will appeal to researchers, PhD students and
graduate students with multidisciplinary interests
related to the areas of medical imaging, image
processing and analysis, computer vision, image
segmentation, image registration and fusion,
scientific data visualization and image based
modeling and simulation.

DNA Computing and Molecular
Programming
Original research on SHM sensors, quantification
strategies, system integration and control for a wide
range of engineered materials New applications in
robotics, machinery, as well as military aircraft,
railroads, highways, bridges, pipelines, stadiums,
tunnels, space exploration and energy production
Continuing a critical book series on structural health
monitoring (SHM), this two-volume set (with full-text
searchable CD-ROM) offers, as its subtitle implies, a
guide to greater integration and control of SHM
systems. Specifically, the volumes contain new
research that will enable readers to more efficiently
link sensor detection, diagnostics/quantification,
overall system functionality, and automated, e.g.,
robotic, control, thus further closing the loop from
inherent signal-based damage detection to responsive
real-time maintenance and repair. SHM performance
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is demonstrated in monitoring the behavior of
composites, metals, concrete, polymers and selected
nanomaterials in a wide array of surroundings,
including harsh environments, under extreme (e.g.,
seismic) loading and in space. New information on
smart sensors and network optimization is enhanced
by novel statistical and model-based methods for
signal processing and data quantification. A special
feature of the book is its explanation of emerging
control technologies. Research in these volumes was
initially presented in September 2013 at the 9th
International Workshop on Structural Health
Monitoring (IWSHM), held at Stanford University and
sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific
Research, the Army Research Laboratory, and the
Office of Naval Research.

KI 2013: Advances in Artificial
Intelligence
Algorithms for Sensor Systems
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
9th International Conference on Combinatorics on
Words, WORDS 2013, held in Turku, Finland, in
September 2013 under the auspices of the EATCS.
The 20 revised full papers presented were carefully
reviewed and selected from 43 initial submissions.
The central topic of the conference is combinatorics
on words (i.e. the study of finite and infinite sequence
of symbols) from varying points of view, including
their combinatorial, algebraic and algorithmic
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aspects, as well as their applications.

Vision and Voyages for Planetary Science
in the Decade 2013-2022
What are the impacts of population growth? Can our
planet support the demands of the ten billion people
anticipated to be the world's population by the middle
of this century? While it is common to hear about the
problems of overpopulation, might there be
unexplored benefits of increasing numbers of people
in the world? How can we both consider and harness
the potential benefits brought by a healthier,
wealthier and larger population? May more people
mean more scientists to discover how our world
works, more inventors and thinkers to help solve the
world's problems, more skilled people to put these
ideas into practice? In this book, leading academics
with a wide range of expertise in demography,
philosophy, biology, climate science, economics and
environmental sustainability explore the contexts,
costs and benefits of a burgeoning population on our
economic, social and environmental systems.

Cellular Automata and Discrete Complex
Systems
This volume offers a comprehensible account of the
development and evolution of moral systems. It seeks
to answer the following questions: If morals are
eternal and unchanging, why have the world’s
dominant religious moral systems been around for no
more than a mere six thousand of the two hundred
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thousand years of modern human existence? What
explains the many and varied moral systems across
the globe today? How can we account for the
significant change in moral values in one place in less
than 100 years’ time? Using examples from classical
civilizations, the book demonstrates how increasing
diversity compromises a moral system’s ability to
account for and integrate larger populations into a
single social unit. This environmental stress is not
relieved until a broader, more abstract moral system
is adopted by a social system. This new system
provides a sense of belonging and purpose for more
people, motivating them to engage in prosocial (or
moral) acts and refrain from socially disruptive selfish
acts. The current human rights paradigm is the
world’s first universal, indigenous moral system.
Because moral systems can be expected to continue
to evolve, this book points to current boundaries of
the human rights paradigm and where the next major
moral revolution might emerge.

Instability and Control of Massively
Separated Flows
Collection of selected, peer reviewed papers from the
2013 International Conference on Advanced Materials
Science and Technology (ICAMST 2013), September
17-18, 2013, Yogyakarta, Indonesia. The 157 papers
are grouped as follows: Chapter 1: Nanofibers and
Membranes, Chapter 2: Nanoparticles and Powders,
Chapter 3: Thick and Thin Films, Chapter 4:
Biomaterials, Chapter 5: Electronic Materials, Chapter
6: Magnetic Materials, Chapter 7: Optical Materials,
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Chapter 8: Composites, Ceramics, and Alloys, Chapter
9: Measurement and Characterization Techniques.

Keeping Women in Science
A quantitative yet accessible introduction to remote
sensing techniques, this new edition covers a broad
spectrum of Earth science applications.

Dynamical Systems
This book contains the outcome of the international
meeting on instability, control and noise generated by
massive flow separation that was organized at the
Monash Center, in Prato, Italy, September 4-6, 2013.
The meeting served as the final review of the EU-FP7
Instability and Control of Massively Separated Flows
Marie Curie travel grant and was supported by the
European Office of Aerospace Research and
Development. Fifty leading specialists from twelve
countries reviewed the progress made since the 50s
of the last century and discussed modern analysis
techniques, advanced experimental flow diagnostics
and recent developments in active flow control
techniques from the incompressible to the hypersonic
regime. Applications involving massive flow
separation and associated instability and noise
generation mechanisms of interest to the
aeronautical, naval and automotive industries have
been addressed from a theoretical, numerical or
experimental point of view, making this book a unique
source containing the state-of-the-art in separated
flow instability and its control.
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